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App permissions constitute an access-control mechanism
that regulates the app’s access to such system resources
[3]: users need to explicitly grant permission before an app
can start accessing restricted data or performing restricted
actions. These decisions determine users’ privacy on their
mobile devices and the entailed risks. Privacy engineers
need to balance the amount and type of data they gather
with the regulatory obligations these require. More data
bring about a higher risk and demand more robust security
measures for the app companies.

Abstract—App permission requests are a control mechanism
meant to help users oversee and safeguard access to data
and resources on their smartphones. To decide whether to
accept or deny such requests and make this consent valid,
users need to understand the underlying reasons and judge
the relevance of disclosing data in line with their own use
of an app. This study investigates people’s certainty about
app permission requests via an online survey with 400
representative participants of the UK population. The results
demonstrate that users are uncertain about the necessity
of granting app permissions for about half of the tested
permission requests. This implies substantial privacy risks,
which are discussed in the paper, resulting in a call for user
protecting interventions by privacy engineers.

As per developer guidelines, information about the
type of data and why they are collected must be communicated transparently to allow people to understand what the
app will access and thus exercise an informed decision [1],
[2]. However, deciding how to answer an app permission
request is a non-trivial task that interrupts the user’s
primary task. Moreover, users typically have an imperfect
understanding of the consequences of choosing one option
over the other: declining the permission could potentially
lead to a loss of app functionality, whereas accepting it
could lead to an excessive disclosure of personal data
with severe implications on data conﬁdentiality, especially
when apps gather sensitive information (e.g., health apps).

Index Terms—human computer interaction, user interface,
design, security evaluation

1. Introduction
”GoogleMaps would like to access your location.” As
users of mobile phones, we come across such requests
regularly. The newly installed social media app would
like to access our contacts, and the texting app asks for
access to our photos triggered by our wish to share a
screenshot with a friend. Apps rely on user’s personal data
and smartphone resources to fulﬁl their purpose because,
indeed, of what use would a navigation app be without
access to the user’s location? Install-time permissions are
granted automatically by the system when the app is
installed, while run-time permissions may access personal
data (e.g., contacts) including user-generated content (e.g.,
photos), protected resources (e.g., Wiﬁ connections), and
device functionalities and sensors (e.g., camera) [1], [2].
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This survey investigates whether users consider app
permission requests understandable enough to make an
informed decision when they grant access to their smartphones’ data and resources. We contribute to the discussion about the transparency and understandability of
privacy notices and discuss how the current practices
infringe upon legal obligations in the EU and other places.
We provide suggestions on actions that can be taken by
privacy engineers to communicate more transparently and
protect user privacy more effectively.
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2. Related work

will be unsure whether they should accept or decline
the access request. We, therefore, ask: (RQ2) To which
extent do people understand why applications ask for
speciﬁc app permissions? Here we focus on perceived
understanding by exploring whether participants, who are
familiar with the app, think they understand what the
app permission does. We do not evaluate participants’
factual understanding. Beyond the permission-feature link,
uncertainty may furthermore arise when the user is unsure
whether a feature is relevant for their app use (relevancefeature link). Suppose a user understands why an app
needs the permission (e.g., TikTok needs access to the
camera so that users can ﬁlm the clips to post), they
might still be uncertain about the relevance for their own
app use (e.g., will I use TikTok to post clips versus only
watch other users’ clips?). We hence furthermore ask:
(RQ3) To which extent do people consider speciﬁc app
permissions relevant for their own app use?

Some argue that, if decision-making regarding app
permissions was completely rational, users would grant
the fewest permissions needed for their regular use of
the app to protect their privacy [4]. However, due to
the constant evolution of information technologies and
the complex, nuanced trade-offs associated with decisions
about one’s personal data, users are left with incomplete
information about both the set of possible privacy-relevant
outcomes (e.g., sharing of location data to advertisers) and
the respective consequences (e.g., receiving location-based
personalized ads) [5], [6]. As users face these layers of
complexity, bounded rationality and systematic psychological deviations from rationality (i.e., cognitive biases)
inﬂuence the decision-making process [7]. According to
the dual-system thinking theory [8], ”warning fatigue” is
also likely to inﬂuence user behaviour when reacting to
permission requests. Users become habituated to frequent
warnings and notiﬁcations, leading them to simply ”click
away” permission requests to continue with their primary
task, rather than reading, trying to understand the request
[9] and taking decisions accordingly.
Research has also shown that it is difﬁcult for users to
understand app permissions. In a series of semi-structured
interviews, Kelley et al. [10] noticed that users did not
understand Android permissions when they installed an
application. Many participants ignored the permissions
and used word of mouth and ranking as elements to
decide whether to install the app instead. Felt et al. [11]
found that most study participants did not pay attention
to Android permissions, and only 3% understood the
implications of the permission requests correctly. The
other participants imagined the permission’s scope to be
narrower or broader than it was. The authors concluded
that most individuals could not derive the inherited privacy
risks from the permission descriptions, leading them to
overestimate or underestimate such risks. While factual
understanding takes is vital for users’ decision-making,
another less researched yet decisive aspect is their perceived understanding, i.e., the uncertainty they experience
about the meaning and consequences of their permission
choices. The uncertainty laypeople feel towards personal
data disclosure requests, together with privacy risk, ambiguity of language and framing, are likely to inﬂuence
their privacy decisions [12], [13].
Various studies demonstrate that apps often ask for
more permissions than needed [14], [15], and users seem,
at least in part, aware of such practice [3]. Unfortunately,
the current permission-based app model has a relatively
narrow focus on what an app does (i.e., app X wants to
access Y), but it tends to gloss over whether and how that
action engenders risks or other consequences for the users
[16].

4. Method
We conducted an online survey in December 2021,
hosted on Limesurvey and distributed via the Proliﬁc
platform [17]. We recruited 400 adult participants using
the sampling option that allows gathering a representative
sample of the UK population in terms of age, gender
and ethnicity, matching the numbers of the UK Ofﬁce of
National Statistics. The survey completion took about 5
minutes. Participants received a compensation of £7.55/hr.
The study obtained ethical clearance from the institutional
board.
As study material, we selected eight of the most
downloaded mobile phone apps worldwide [18] with their
associated app permissions (48 in total) and wordings as
stipulated in the Google Play store [19] (cf. Table 1).
After demographic questions (i.e., age, gender, education
and mobile phone operating system), the participants were
asked to select all the apps they use at least once a month
from eight options. Next, participants saw all applicable
permissions of their selected app(s) and answered the following question: When using (app name) on your mobile
phone, these are the permissions that the app can ask.
Do you understand why (app name) needs the following
permission? The answer options were binary: I understand
why the app needs this permission or I am not sure why
the app needs this permission. The answers allowed calculating the percentage of participants that considered each
request understandable. A negative answer was considered
an indicator of user uncertainty (cf. Figure 1).
However, even if users believe they understand why
the app asks for a speciﬁc permission, they might not
be certain about its relevance for their own app use.
Therefore, participants saw a second question block with
all permissions they had rated as understandable in the
ﬁrst block. This time they answered the question: Do you
ﬁnd the following permission relevant for how you use
(app name)? The three answer options were: Yes, this
permission is relevant or I’m not sure this permission
is relevant or No, this permission is not relevant. We
computed the percentages of the occurrence for the three
answers. If participants found the app permission relevant
or irrelevant, we considered the participants’ choice as certain. We combined the results of the two question blocks

3. Research questions
This survey seeks to investigate (RQ1) to which extent users associate uncertainty with app permissions.
We hypothesize that uncertainty arises from a lack of
understanding of the link between the app features and
the app permissions (permission-feature link). If a user
is unsure why an app needs a speciﬁc permission, they
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Figure 1. Survey architecture, combining understandability and relevance as a measure for (un)certainty.

to these features on my phone, i usually say no when
they ask unless it’s unavoidable” P202)”. 16 (4%) of the
400 participants minimize their acceptance rate (”I am
relatively tight on them, and unless I have an understanding of the reasons why permission is required, I won’t
accept” P170). Many (63, i.e., 16%) attested difﬁculties
in understanding the underlying reason for the requests
(”I’m often not sure why they are needed or what I am
allowing the app to do” P017).

by coding certainty as absent if participants answered a
lack of understanding in question 1 or uncertainty about
the permission’s relevance in question 2 (c.f. Fig. 1). As
a result, we obtained a certainty percentage per app per
permission. At the end of the survey, participants could
share their general opinion on app permissions via a
text ﬁeld (What is your take on app permissions?). We
coded their comments inductively with MaxQDA along
the categories understanding, relevance, consent strategy,
consent requirements, and general attitude. 10% of the
data were double coded by two researcher pairs, yielding
an interrater agreement of Kappa Brennan & Prediger 0.77
and 0.79 respectively. Researcher 2 ﬁnalized the coding
of the whole data set.

5.2. Relevance of app permissions
Regarding the extent to which people consider speciﬁc
app permissions relevant for their app use (RQ3), we
observed a strong linear relationship between participants’
perceived understanding of an app permission and the
perceived relevance for their app use (r=.86). Participants
evaluated very few permissions as irrelevant, possibly suggesting that irrelevant requests had already been assessed
as not understandable. Table 2 displays the percentage
of participants who rated the permission requests as not
relevant (-), uncertain (0) or relevant (+) for their app use.
The least relevant permissions (Table 2) were camera for
Spotify, calendar for TikTok, contacts for Youtube, and
calendar for Messenger. They were considered relevant
for app use by less than half of the participants who
understood why the app asked for the permission in the
ﬁrst place. In the qualitative answers, participants voiced
doubts when it came to such permission requests (”I
believe that not all the permissions that I give or am asked
to give are necessary for my full enjoyment of the app”
P025.
The permissions that obtained the highest relevance
percentages were location for GoogleMaps, camera and
storage and microphone for Instagram, camera and microphone and contacts for Messenger, storage for Spotify,
microphone and camera for TikTok, camera and contacts
and microphone for WhatsApp. Those permissions were
considered indispensable for the app use (”I think that
they are mostly relevant because a lot of apps, such as
Instagram and Whatsapp, are used to share photos or
send voice notes so require access from the camera and
microphone. But I am unsure why a lot of these apps
ask for location” P001). 27 (7%) of the 400 participants
explicitly stated that they deliberately reﬂect on the relevance of the requested data or resource before granting
an app access (”I generally grant permission only if it’s
clear why the app needs the permission, and how I will
beneﬁt by granting it” P349).

5. Results
5.1. Understandability of app permissions
When investigating the extent to which people understand why apps ask for speciﬁc permissions (RQ2), we see
a strong divide between seemingly obvious app permission
requests and ambiguous ones. Table 1 displays the percentage of participants who rated the permission request
as understandable. The least understandable permission
(below 20%) requests appeared to be calendar for TikTok,
contacts for Youtube, camera for Spotify, and contacts
for GoogleMaps. Most users failed to see why the apps
require access to such data or resources. The permissions
that almost all participants who are familiar with the
app found understandable were location for GoogleMaps,
camera and microphone for TikTok, contacts and camera
and microphone for WhatsApp, camera for Instagram,
storage for Spotify, and contacts for Messenger. These
permissions concern access to data and resources that
constitute the app’s core functionality.
In our open-ended question, we asked participants
more generally about their opinion on app permissions.
51 of the 400 (13%) participants stated their general
understanding of those app permission requests (e.g., ”I
do understand that some permissions are required or the
app couldn’t work” P036). Regarding strategies, 13 (3%)
participants explicitly indicated not paying much attention
to app permission requests. 22 (6%) always accept (”I
am too trusting with apps perhaps and since I need to
use them to make my life more convenient I am rather
naı̈ve in assuming everything is secure and necessary”
P382), while 5 (1%) reject the permission requests by
default (”I don’t understand why apps need to have access
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Calendar
Call logs
Camera
Contacts
Location
Microphone
Phone
Sms
Storage

GoogleMaps

Instagram

Messenger
32%

Spotify

TikTok
9%

Twitter

27%
17%
98%
38%

90%
60%
73%
73%
44%

13%
25%

95%
56%

32%

92%

65%
55%
63%
44%
44%

50%

65%

73%
80%
52%
72%
60%
40%
56%

83%

65%

WhatsApp

YouTube

43%
85%
91%
47%
83%
72%
48%
71%

55%

45%
12%
41%
50%
29%
51%

TABLE 1. P ERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPANTS WHO RATED THE PERMISSION REQUEST AS UNDERSTANDABLE. T HE APP PERMISSION REQUESTS
WITH THE LOWEST UNDERSTANDABILITY PERCENTAGES ARE MARKED IN BOLD .

Calendar
Call-logs
Camera
Contacts
Location
Microphone
Phone
Sms
Storage

GoogleMaps
0
+

-

Instagram
0
+

Messenger
0
+
17 37 46

18
23

28
25

54
52

4
18

3
27

93
55

4
5

8
15

89
80

1
16

1
22

98
62

11
7
14

29
12
19

60
81
67

3

24

73

1

14

84

15
7
6
11
4

21
11
25
20
17

63
82
69
69
79

-

Spotify
0
+

TikTok
0
+
43 29 29

-

Twitter
0
+

32
29

32
21

36
50

11
20

3
18

87
61

15
20

18
29

68
51

11

25

64

11

1

88

19
18
15

19
12
20

61
69
65

1

17

82

4

20

76

5

20

75

WhatsApp
0
+

-

YouTube
0
+

8
2
2

24
6
7

68
92
92

16
22

12
34

71
44

9
5
4
7
3

27
8
21
24
18

64
87
75
69
79

9
15
10

39
20
22

52
65
68

9

19

72

TABLE 2. P ERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPANTS WHO RATED THE PERMISSION REQUEST AS NOT RELEVANT (-), UNCERTAIN (0) OR
RELEVANT (+) FOR THEIR APP USE . T HE APP PERMISSION REQUESTS WITH THE LOWEST AND HIGHEST PERCENTAGES ARE MARKED IN BOLD .

5.3. Uncertainty in app permission choices

are there and you have no choice but to accept them in
order to use the app.” P187). However, this can backﬁre
for the company when users gain vigilance and move to
the competitor that better protects their data(”(...) if I think
the permission that pops out is somehow relevant to what
I was trying to do, then I usually just allow it. However,
if it is not then I will not allow it to use the permission.
In this particular case, if the app needs that permission to
run then I usually just uninstall it and look for alternative
applications.” P269).

When we combine the results for understandability
and relevance, we obtain the certainty level for each
permission per app (RQ1). In Table 3, high percentages
indicate that most users understand why the app needs the
requested data or resources and can judge the relevance
for their app use. Among the evaluated app permissions,
those for which participants had the lowest certainty were
camera and contacts for GoogleMaps, calendar for Messenger, camera and contacts and microphone for Sportify,
calendar for TikTok, contacts and location, and phone for
YouTube.
Looking at the results from the individual participant’s
perspective, the average survey participant reported being
uncertain about app permission requests 56% of the time,
which translates into being uncertain of an average of 28
permissions for the total of 48 tested app permissions.
In line with this result, the participants’ comments reﬂect
an ambiguous attitude towards app permission requests.
While 54 (14%) of the 400 participants appreciate them
as a privacy-protecting mechanism (”Necessary so apps
don’t use you’re [sic] information without knowledge”
P233), 65 (16%) participants voiced suspicion towards
tech companies’ data management practices. They suspect
that a great part of the app permissions serves to exploit
user data (”I think some of the permissions I give are more
beneﬁcial to the app provider in giving them more data
about my proﬁle that helps them market their services to
me” P025).
Playing on users’ uncertainty is a privacy dark pattern [20] which here too seems a winning strategy for
companies who seek to gather user data beyond what is
needed for their app. This was underlined by comments
of 23 (6%) participants who believe their loss of privacy
is the price they have to pay for using speciﬁc mobile
apps (”Some app permissions are not necessary yet they

To counteract excessive data gathering, 12 (4%) participants suggested that app permission requests should
be limited to access data and resources that are strictly
necessary for the app’s functioning (”Need to be limited
to only what is needed and be clear about why they are
needed” P265). In this case, however, simply informing
users without asking them to take any action would be
a better strategy given that refusing would render certain
functionalities of the app unusable (”I think the permissions for the very obvious, essential access should be
standard - ie maps needing location. If it wouldn’t work
without the permission then I don’t think there is a need
to ask.” P150).
Furthermore, 6 (2%) participants conﬁrmed that it
is easier to understand and judge the relevance of app
permission requests if they appear in the use context
instead of at the moment of app installation (”Too many
ask for all permissions at sign up even if I’ll never
use that facility ie camera on Tiktok when I only watch
not post videos” P216). Last but not least, numerous
participants (35/9%) explicitly voiced the wish for better
explanations (”Perhaps instead of just asking for access
to the microphone, apps should explain why.” P028) and
regulation (”they look like they aren’t strictly regulated,
for example ”contacts” can mean a lot of things, I would
like to know exactly what’s being used.” P209) as a means
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Calendar
Call logs
Camera
Contacts
Location
Microphone
Phone
Sms
Storage

GoogleMaps

Instagram

Messenger
20%

Spotify

TikTok
6%

Twitter

20%
13%
97%
30%

88%
44%
52%
64%
36%

9%
20%

92%
46%

24%

91%

53%
39%
51%
39%
35%

38%

56%

68%
68%
41%
64%
45%
32%
46%

69%

52%

44%

WhatsApp
33%
80%
85%
34%
76%
57%
36%
58%

YouTube
39%
8%
25%
40%
23%
41%

TABLE 3. P ERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPANTS WHO ARE CERTAIN ABOUT THE APP PERMISSION REQUEST CALCULATED AS COMBINED RESULT
FROM UNDERSTANDABILITY AND RELEVANCE RATING ( IRRELEVANT OR RELEVANT ). T HE PERMISSIONS WITH THE LOWEST CERTAINTY
PERCENTAGES ARE MARKED IN BOLD .

understand the privacy notice without disrupting their
primary task is a pertinent direction for more research
[24]. Similarly, the question of timing (i.e., when such notices should be presented to enable meaningful decisionmaking) [25] is a challenge that needs to be balanced
with the legal requirement to inform users before the data
collection occurs.
The results of our study show that even though people
are uncertain about the privacy risks of providing app
permissions, they still use the apps regularly. A lack of
certainty does not necessarily motivate privacy-preserving
behaviour, as convenience of use [26] and bandwagon
effects (i.e., using an app because many others do) may
be more inﬂuential. This is in line with previous work
that highlighted the complexity of privacy trade-off decisions, ﬁnding that many factors beyond privacy concerns
inﬂuence privacy decision-making (e.g., perceived usefulness of a technology, user autonomy, control, contextrelated factors) [27]. Moreover, always asking permission
to access data and resources may lead to a bad user
experience, while it does not necessarily translate into
enhanced control over the app behaviour and one’s own
personal data. Similarly to cookie permission requests,
access to strictly necessary data and resources should
not be solicited [24]. Rather, the apps should be clear
about what is necessary for their correct functioning,
and what is not strictly necessary but useful for speciﬁc
functionalities. This would allow users to only focus on
truly risky practices where a decision is necessary [11]
and counter warning fatigue which would help users ﬁght
the temptation to take blind decisions and provide apps
access to anything they ask. In other words, present less
but more meaningful requests. As the number of apps
and sensors increases, an emerging solution is represented
by smart privacy assistants that support Android users
in the management of their permission settings through
the use of personalized recommendations [28], [29]. Such
automated, customized approaches are promising solutions to help users to efﬁciently manage their personal
data in an increasingly digitized society, since privacy
decisions are always contextual [30] and different users
may have different needs and preferences that cannot be
appropriately addressed through one-size-ﬁts-all methods.
Another issue is that the reasons behind permission requests seem questionable when the access is not necessary
for any app functionality, as studies have shown [31]–[33].
For instance, a recent survey [34] reveals that 80% of the
2020’s top 10000 downloaded apps in terms of combined
downloads across Android’s Google Play and Apple’s App

to take an informed decision when allowing apps to access
their privacy-sensitive data and resources.

6. Discussion
App permission requests are meant to give users control over their data and other resources on their smartphones. However, the results of our study show that
asking users to take granular decisions on each permission
request for each app is not an effective strategy in this
respect. It can be meaningful in those cases where people
can judge the access request with high certainty because it
is necessary for an app’s core functionality (e.g., contacts
for WhatsApp) or clearly relevant or irrelevant for speciﬁc
users (e.g., camera for TikTok). Nevertheless, for many
app permission requests, users are uncertain whether they
should grant access or not. Thus we can assume that they
do not know what they agree to and, most importantly,
the privacy implications of their decisions. Even worse,
in the case of the obviously necessary permission requests
in our study (e.g., location for GoogleMaps), users might
still have an incorrect understanding of what exactly the
app will access and why, and what the inherited privacy
risks are because no clear and comprehensive explanation
on such aspects is provided.
Thus, app permission requests fall largely below the
minimum requirement of transparency that is considered
a threshold to justify and allow data processing in many
legal regimes. For instance, in the EU, transparency is
an overarching principle of the GDPR intended to allow
individuals to ”understand and, if necessary, challenge”
how their personal data are processed [21, p.4]. To date,
relevant details are entirely lacking, for instance, about
how many times some data are accessed (which can
demonstrably help users to adopt more privacy-preserving
behaviours [22]) and to whom such information is disclosed and for which purposes. However, there is a
fundamental tension on how to balance comprehensive
information with a good user experience. The security
context faces similar challenges. Recent research into how
to best provide information on security mechanisms shows
that a more detailed description of encryption leads to a
more accurate understanding of the concept, without a
negative effect on the user experience [23]. The authors
also highlighted the challenge of deﬁning and measuring
non-experts’ understanding of a technical and unfamiliar
concept. This difﬁculty is likely to also play a role in the
context of privacy permissions. Investigating the level of
detail that privacy notices should provide to help people
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Label can push them to be more truthful about their data
practices and perhaps even review them, provided that
there are mechanisms in place to check the veracity of
such claims as many apps simply harvest data and access
resources without disclosing it [40]–[42]. Watchdogs and
researchers can use such disclosures to exercise better
oversight on the practices of the app market. On the
development and product design side efforts should be
nevertheless undertaken to limit access to privacy-sensitive
features by default. What is more, further development
in privacy-enhancing technologies is urgently needed as
such would allow companies to utilize user data in a
meaningful, but privacy-preserving manner.

Store collect data for purposes that are unrelated to their
functionality and are mostly used for product personalization and marketing. The majority of them, especially
those developed by ﬁrms with larger market shares, tracks
users and shares their data even of sensitive nature across
networks and companies, including data brokers. The app
tendency of requesting excessive privileges is growing
[35], although it seems that regulations can help counter
it: the GDPR’s introduction of obligations for data minimization and purpose limitation (Art. 5, that restricts the
data collection to what is ”adequate, relevant and limited
to what is necessary” and tied to ”speciﬁed, explicit and
legitimate purposes”) and data protection by design and
by default (Art. 25, that requires to process only personal
data that are necessary for speciﬁc purposes) seem to
have decreased excessive requests [3], even though more
studies are necessary to conﬁrm such a tendency.
Sometimes apps show overly data-hungry behaviour
because their developers ignore what constitutes privacyfriendly practices in mobile data access [36], [37]. For
instance, developers reuse existing code from available
libraries that have been created with the advertisers’ best
interest in mind [38]. Several online blogs also provide
wrong information, for example that the GDPR always requires user consent to process personal data [39], whereas
consent is only one of the legal bases that can be used
to motivate data processing. It could be argued that such
disinformation can cause developers to ask for more permissions than needed, which engenders unnecessary legal
and ﬁnancial risks for the companies that develop and
commercialize the apps, and that gather and often pass
on their users’ personal information. Data minimization
is meant to lower such risks, as the more data, the more
organizational and technical measures to protect them
should be adopted. When data are of sensitive nature, like
photos and locations could be considered, additional more
stringent safeguards should apply. Failing to comply with
data protection obligations can result in ﬁnancial penalties,
loss of reputation and loss of customers’ trust.
The proverbial elephant in the room cannot be ignored
either: the business model that supports many free apps
is based on proﬁling and passing on the information they
gather on the devices to dozens and even hundreds of
advertisers [40]. Thus transparency about how user data
are shared with other recipients may not be provided on
purpose and would prove cumbersome to provide on the
limited space of app permission requests. At that point,
such transparency would not cause any actual beneﬁt for
the users when they cannot limit the disclosure of their
personal information to third parties. This is where the
decisions applied by app market gatekeepers, i.e., the app
stores, can prove crucial. Bian et al. [34] demonstrated that
the introduction of the Privacy Nutrition Label on Apple’s
App Store caused tangible decreases in app downloads
(minus 15%) and in revenues from user subscriptions and
in-app purchases (minus 14%), when compared to the
same apps on the Google Store. Data-hungry apps signiﬁcantly suffered more from increased transparency on data
use. Such results imply that transparency can engender
better privacy-aware decisions as long as it is provided in
a concise, standardized form at meaningful points in time.
It can also result in tangible ﬁnancial losses for businesses.
Requiring app developers to ﬁll in the Privacy Nutrition

7. Limitations
App permission requests differ between operating systems. This study is based on app permissions described in
the Google Play store [19] where they are explicitly listed.
The Apple app store [43] does not show the permissions
the app requests. They can only be viewed in the device’s
settings once the app is installed and in use. We initially
intended to present a clear explanation for each app permission and its implications to the participants to allow
them to judge the relevance for the different applications.
Unfortunately, we could not ﬁnd reliable resources that
explain what happens when, e.g., an application accesses
storage. We hence had to limit this study to the user’s
perceived understanding of app permissions.
It should also be noted that in a normal use situation,
the app permission requests appear when the user attempts
speciﬁc actions. The lack of such contextualization is
a limitation of the present study design. Our ﬁndings
nevertheless lay a general foundation upon which more
contextualized studies can build.
Regarding the survey sample, we cannot be sure if the
sample we recruited was as digitally literate and privacysensitive as the wider population. While Proliﬁc allows
the recruitment of a representative UK sample based on
traditional demographic indicators (age, gender, ethnicity),
other descriptors such as digital skills or privacy sensitivity are not available.

8. Future work
Systematic psychological deviations from rational
choice are known to emerge when individuals operate under uncertainty [6], [44]. Uncertainty arises in privacy decision making through various means [12]. In the context
of app permissions, we identiﬁed two types of uncertainty,
1) related to the link between an app’s features and its permissions and 2) the link between a feature and its clearly
identiﬁable relevance to the user. Systematic psychological deviations from rational choice are known to emerge
when individuals operate under uncertainty [6], [44]. In a
future study, we intend to examine how users’ disclosure
behaviour is affected by the uncertainty associated with
an app permission and by framing messages, known to
be associated with predictable shifts in choice preference.
The ﬁndings will contribute to our understanding of how
uncertainty affects data disclosure. Furthermore, the study
will investigate whether framing messages affect disclosure behaviour when applied to app permissions. Lastly,
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if we ﬁnd an interaction effect between message framing
and uncertainty, we hypothesize that users disclose more
personal data when framing messages are presented in
highly uncertain circumstances. The use of framing messages in app permissions could therefore be regarded as a
privacy-intrusive practice, needing careful evaluation from
watchdogs.

[9]

[10] P. G. Kelley, S. Consolvo, L. F. Cranor, J. Jung, N. Sadeh,
and D. Wetherall, “A Conundrum of Permissions: Installing
Applications on an Android Smartphone,” in Financial
Cryptography and Data Security. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer
Berlin Heidelberg, 2012, vol. 7398, pp. 68–79, series Title:
Lecture Notes in Computer Science. [Online]. Available:
http://link.springer.com/10.1007/978-3-642-34638-5 6

9. Conclusions

[11] A. P. Felt, E. Ha, S. Egelman, A. Haney, E. Chin, and D. Wagner,
“Android permissions: User attention, comprehension, and behavior,” in Proceedings of the eighth symposium on usable privacy
and security, 2012, p. 1–14.

The current survey examined the extent of uncertainty
users report experiencing with app permissions of popular
mobile applications. We found that participants do not
fully understand over half of the requests, hindering a reﬂected decision about granting or refusing applications access to their personal data and privacy-sensitive resources.
We conclude that privacy by consent is not working as
intended. Other ways to protect user privacy are urgently
needed. In a ﬁrst step, privacy engineers should limit the
use of privacy-sensitive features in mobile applications
to what is necessary for the application’s core functions.
Furthermore, they need guidance to explain better why
an app requests access to a speciﬁc resource so that
users can judge the relevance for their app use and make
truly informed decisions. Ultimately privacy-enhancing
technologies are another promising path towards better
user privacy protection.

[12] A. Acquisti, H. Heinz, and J. Grossklags, “Uncertainty, ambiguity
and privacy,” in 4th Annual Workshop on Economics and Information Security (WEIS 2005), 04 2005.
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